
SVURESET-2015  
PHYSICS SYLLABUS  

Unit I : Classical, Relativistic and Statistical Mechanics  
a) Lagrangian Mechanics and Hamiltonian Mechanics  
Newtonian Mechanics of one and many particle systems: Conservation laws: Constraints and their classification: Degrees of 
freedom: Generalized coordinates: Principle of virtual work, D'Alemberts principle:, Lagrange's equations of motion:  
Applications: Inclined plane, Linear harmonic oscillator and simple pendulum: Hamiltonian principle: Lagrange's equation 
from Hamilton's principle: Hamilton's equation of motion: Applications: Simple pendulum, Compound pendulum  
b) Canonical Transformations and Hamilton - Jacobi  Theory  
Canonical Transformations; generating function; properties: Condition for transformation to be canonical; Illustration of 
canonical transformation: Poisson - Brackets ; Canonical equations in terms of Poisson - Bracket notation .Lagrange-Brackets 
and their properties. The Hamiltonian - Jacobi equation; one dimensional harmonic oscillator; Action Angle variables : Kepler 
problem in action angle variables.  
c) Special Theory of Relativity  
Introduction - Postulates   of  Special Theory of Relativity - The  principle  of  constancy  of   light - The  Lorentz 
transformations. Relativistic Kinematics: The velocity transformations -  The transformations for the acceleration of a particle. 
Relativity Optics: The aberration of the of the light from stars - The Doppler effect.  Relativistic Mechanics: The mass of a 
moving particle - The relativistic dynamics of a single particle - Applications of relativistic dynamics of a single particle : 
Motion in electric field - Motion in a magnetic field - Experimental verification of the variation of mass with velocity - 
Bucherer’s experiment - Transformation of momentum and force  
d)  Ensembles  
Phase space - Concept of ensembles - Types of ensembles - Ensemble average -  Liouville’s Theorem - Microcanonical 
ensemble: ideal gas - Gibb’s paradox - Entropy and probability - Canonical ensemble - Ideal gas in canonical ensemble - 
Grand canonical ensemble - Ideal gas in grandcanonical ensemble - Comparison of various ensembles.  
e) Partition Functions  
Canonical partition function - Molecular partition function - Transnational partition function - Rotational partition function - 
Vibrational partition function - Electronic and Nuclear partition functions - Applications of Rotational partition function - 
Applications of vibrational partition function to solids.  
Unit II: Atomic and Molecular Rotational Spectrosocpy and  Electromagnetic Theory  
a)Atomic Spectra:Introduction: The hydrogen atom (one electron atom) and the three quantum numbers-Spectra of hydrogen  
atom- Spectra of alkali elements-fine structure-  Elements with more than one valence electron- Forbidden transitions and  
selection rules- Space quantization- The Stern-Gerlach (S-G) experiment- Experimental setup to demonstrate   S-G effect using  
a thermal evaporation system  and magnetic field - Coupling schemes: Spectral  terms and term  symbols based on  electron  
configuration - LS coupling -JJ coupling- Hund’s rule of multiplicity - Pauli’s exclusion principle -  Equivalent and non- 
equivalent electronic systems.  
b)Diatomic Molecular Spectra-Rotational analysis  
Introduction -  rotational,  vibrational,  electronic spectra of   diatomic molecules -types  of molecules - linear,  symmetric top,  
asymmetric top and spherical top molecules  - rotational spectra of a diatomic molecule as  rigid  rotator - energy   levels  and  
spectra  of  non-rigid rotor - intensity  of  rotational lines - rotational spectra  of    polyatomic molecule -   rotational  
analysis of  electronic  spectra- evaluation  of  rotational  constants -  effect of  isotopic substitution  on  rotational  levels - 
Stark  splitting  of  rotational  lines - Stark modulated microwave   spectrometer -   applications  of  rotational  spectroscopy :  
determination  of  molecular   structure,   dipole  moment,  atomic  mass,   nuclear   quadrupole     moment - microwave oven  
c) Electromagnetic Theory  
Maxwell’s equations - General wave equation - Propagation of light in isotropic dielectric medium - dispersion - Propagation of 
light in conducting medium-skin depth - Reflection and refraction at the boundary of a dielectric interface - Fresnel’s 
equations - Propagation of light in crystals-double refraction.Electromagnetic radiation - Retarded potentials - Radiation from 
moving point charge and oscillating dipoles - Linear antenna - Lienard - Wiechert  potentials.  
d) Lasers and Non-Linear Optics  
Introduction to lasers - Spontaneous and stimulated emission - Einstein coefficients - Population inversion - Pumping  
schemes - Threshold condition for laser oscillation - Role of feedback (Laser cavity) - Losses and Q-factor - Three and four  
level  laser  systems -  Ruby,  He-Ne  and  GaAs  lasers -  Coherence:    Time  coherence -  Space  coherence -Laser  
applications.Basic Principles - Origin of optical nonlinearity - Harmonic generation - Second harmonic generation - Phase  
matching condition - Third harmonic generation - Optical mixing - Parametric generation of light - Parametric light oscillator  
- Frequency upconversion - Self focusing of light - Guided wave optics - Pulse compression - Optical solitons.  
e)  Holography and Fourier Optics  
Introduction to Holography - Basic theory of Holography - Recording and reconstruction of Hologram - Diffuse object  
illumination - Speckle pattern - Fourier transform Holography - Applications of Holography.Introduction - Two dimensional  
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Fourier transforms - Transforms of Dirac-delta function - The convolution integral - convolution theorem- Spectra and 
correlation - Parsevels formula - Auto correlation and cross-corelation - Apodization - Array theorem - Fourier methods in 
diffraction - Fraunhouffer diffraction of  single slit, double slit and transmission grating using Fourier method.  
f) Fiber Optics  
Total internal reflection - Optical fiber modes and configuration - Single mode fibers - Graded index fiber structure - Fiber 
materials and fabrication - Mechanical properties of fibers - Fiber optic cables - Attenuation - Signal distortion on optical 
wave guides- Erbium doped fiber amplifiers - Solitons in optical fibers - Block diagram of fiber optic communication system - 
Applications of optical fibers in communication and medicine.  
Unit III: Solid State Physics and Electronics  
a) Semiconductor Physics  
Intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors - Expression for position of Fermi levels and carrier concentrations - Variation of Fermi 
level with temperature - np product - Carrier mobility, conductivity and their variation with temperature - Direct and indirect 
band gap semiconductors - differences and examples - Hall effect - Continuity equation - Drift and Diffusion - Einstein 
relation -  Generation,  Recombination  and  life  time  of  non-equilibrium  carriers -  Heyness-Schockley  experiment - 
Determination of life time, diffusion length of minority charge carriers.  
b)Superconductivity  
Concept of zero resistance - Magnetic behavior - distinction between a perfect conductor and superconductor - Meissner 
effect - isotope effect - specific heat behavior - Two-fluid model - Expression for entropy difference between normal and 
superconducting states - London’s equations - Penetration depth - BCS theory -Josephson junctions SQUIDS and its 
applications - Applications of superconductors - High TC superconductors  
c) Operational Amplifiers  
Block diagram of a typical Op-Amp, differential Amplifier, Comparator open loop configuration, inverting and non-inverting  
amplifiers.  Op-amp with negative feedback, voltage shunt feed back, effect of feed back on closed loop gain, input resistance,  
output resistance, CMRR, frequency response slew rate.  Instrumentation amplifier, integrator and differentiator.  Wave form  
generators (Square and triangle). Filters (Low pass, high pass and Band pass).Analog to Digital data converters (ADC), Digital  
to Analog conversion (DAC).  
d) Digital electronics  
Digital Electronics  :Combinational Logic : Multiplexers, Decoder, Demultiplexer, Data selector, Multiplexer,  
Encoder.Sequential Logic:  Flip-Flops, A1-bit memory, The RS Flip-Flop, JK Flip - Flop, JK Master Slave Flip-Flops, T 
FlipFlop, D Flip-Flop, Shift Registers, Serial in Serial out, Serial in Parallel out, parallel in Serial out, Parallel in Parallel out  
Registers. Asynchronous and Synchronous Counters.  
e) Communication Electronics:  

Introduction to Modulation (AM & FM), Sampling Theorem, Low pass and Band pass signals, PAM, Channel BW for a PAM  
signal. Natural sampling, Flat-top sampling. Signal recovery through holding. Quantization of signals, PCM transmission,  
Quantization of noise, Differential PCM, Delta Modulation, Adaptive Delta modulation CVSD. Signal to noise ratio in PCM  
and Delta Modulations.  
Unit IV- Quantum Mechanics  
a) Formulation and Simple Problems  
Postulates of quantum mechanics- Eigen values and Eigen functions for finite potential well and step barrier - Quantum  
mechanical tunneling- Simple harmonic oscillator- Polynomial method and abstract operator method.  
Wave particle duality - Wave functions in coordinate and momentum representation- Linear vector space - Bra and Ket  
notations- Hermitian operators and their properties- Matrix representation of an operator- Unitary  operators- Unitary  
transformation.  
b) Angular  Momentum  
Motion in a central potential- Orbital angular momentum- Lx,Ly,Lz,L2,L+, and L- - operators- commutation relations- Eigen 
values and Eigen functions of L2 and Lz- Spin angular momentum and Pauli’s spin matrices- Addition of angular 
momentaClebsch-Gorden coefficients- C-G coefficients for ji=j2=1/2  
c) Scattering Theory  
Quantum theory of scattering - Partial wave analysis - Scattering by a rigid sphere - Greens function in scattering theory. 
Born approximation - Validity of Born approximation - Optical theorem.  
d) Quantum Dynamics  
Equations of motion- Schrodinger Picture- Heisenberg Picture- Interaction Picture- Equivalence of various Pictures- Poisson 
and Commutation brackets- Their Properties- Simple harmonic oscillator by Matrix method.  
e) Relativistic Quantum Theory  
Klein - Gorden Equation - Probability Current Density - Inadequacies of K.G. Equation - Dirac’s Relativistic  Equation for a 
Free Particle -  Dirac`s Matrices - Dirac`s Equation in Co-variant form -  Plane wave solution - Negative Energy States - Spin 
Angular Momentum -Existence.  
Unit-V: Nuclear Physics and Analytical methods  
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a) Nuclear Forces and Models  
Nuclear Forces: Characteristics of nuclear forces - Ground state of Deuteron - Proton - Proton scattering - Neutron - Proton 
scattering - Meson theory of nuclear forces. Nuclear Models: Introduction - The liquid drop model - Bethe-Weizacker 
semiempirical binding energy equation and its applications - Nuclear shell model - Energy levels and calculation of angular  
momentum - Collective model.  
b) Nuclear Reactions and Decays  
Nuclear Reactions: Types of nuclear reactions - Compound nuclear reactions -  Nuclear cross section - Resonance theory - 
Briet Wigner formula.Nuclear Decays: Nuclear transformations - Radioactive decay - Alpha decay - Gamow’s theory - Beta 
decay - Fermi theory  -Selection rules - Interaction of gamma radiation with matter - Photo electric effect - Compton  
scattering - Pair production.  
c) Nuclear Accelerators and Reactors  
Nuclear Accelerators:  Introduction - Linear accelerators - Drift tube and Wave guide   accelerators - Low energy circular 
accelerators - Cyclotron and Betatron - High energy circular accelerators - Synchrotron and MicrotronNuclear Reactors: 
Nuclear fission and fusion reactions - Nuclear chain reactions - Four factor formula - The critical size of a reactor - General 
aspects of reactor design - Classification of reactors - Power reactors (elementary aspects only)  
d) Elementary particles  
Discovery and classification of elementary particles - Types of interactions - Conservation laws - Iso-spin, parity, charge 
conjugation - Time reversal - CPT theorem - Properties of leptons, mesons and baryons - Elementary particle symmetries 
(SU2 and SU3 symmetries) - Quark model - Search for Higg’s particle - elementary ideas  
e) Diffraction methods for structure analysis,  
Crystal systems, symmetry elements, concept of point groups and space groups. Reciprocal Lattice: Geometrical construction, 
elation between direct - reciprocal Lattice - X- ray diffraction, Bragg’s law, Laue transmission and back reflection methods 
Powder X-ray Diffractometer - Focusing circle geometry- detection of diffracted X-ray beam by scintillation detector and  
proportional counter, Determination of lattice constant of a cubic  and tetragonal structures using d-spacings,  Single Crystal X- 
ray Diffractometer - DescriptionElectron and Neutron diffraction: Basic principles and application  
f) Electron Spin Resonance and Moss Bauer Spectroscopy  
Electron spin resonance spectroscopy: Magnetic moment of an electron, two states of an electron in a magnetic filed,  ESR 
theory- spin-spin interaction, spin-lattice interaction - hyperfine interaction-g factor, line widths and intensities, relaxation 
effects, experimental methods and  applications.Moss Bauer spectroscopy: Introduction, Moss Bauer effect, recoilless emission 
and absorption, Moss Bauer spectra, Lamb Moss Bauer factor, Moss Bauer nuclides, standard reference absorber, 
experimental methods and applications.  
g) NMR and NQR Techniques  
Introduction to NMR, nuclear spin and magnetic moment, quantum description of  NMR, theory of NMR, chemical shift,  
spinlattice (T1), spin-spin (T2) couplings, the Bloch equations, the theory of relaxation mechanisms for spin ½ nuclei, 
proton NMR, Carbon-13 NMR and NMR applications.  
Basic concepts of NQR spectra, half integrals and  integral spins, instrumentation, super regenerative oscillator, CW oscillator, 
pulse RF detection and NQR applications.  
h) Advanced spectroscopic and microscopic techniques  
Basic principle, instrumentation and applications of X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, Photoelectron spectroscopy and Photo 
acoustic spectroscopy.  
Basic  principle,  instrumentation  and  applications  of  surface  topographic  techniques:  Scanning  electron  microscopy, 
transmission electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy  
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